
Radio Data System



The RDS (Radio Data System) is intended for

application to VHF/FM sound broadcasts in the

range 87.5 MHz to 108.0 MHz which may carry

either Stereophonic (pilot-tone system) or

Monophonic programs.

The main goals of RDS are to enable improved

functionality for FM receivers and to make them

more user-friendly.



With this feature, RDS Coder, the listener's receiver can display station name, stations

phone number and address, artist and title of actual song playing, traffic

announcement, program type and much more by using features such as Program

Identification, Program Service name display, Program related text information and

where applicable, automatic tuning for portable and car radios, in particular.

In USA the system is called Radio Broadcast Data System (RBDS). 

The RBDS is very similar to RDS. 



The RDS Coder could be:

- a stand alone module outside the FM transmitter;



- a hardware module integrated in the compact modulator/transmitter, programmable via PC using dedicated

software;



- or embedded in the software.

There are basically 2 types of RDS

Coders : Static and Dynamic.

- Static means that AF, PI, PS, PTY,

TA, TP, MS, DI, PTYN, RADIOTEXT

parameters stay unchanged, or

change rarely.

- Dynamic means that the previously

enumerated parameters can be

changed remotely by UECP

(Universal Encoder Communication

Protocol for RDS).



The UECP specification describes a universal

layered protocol, based on ISO/OSI

recommendations, which encompasses all

current RDS features described in the most

recent version of the RDS Standard (IEC/EN

62106 Ed.2 :2009-07). The model and

protocol provided by the UECP specification

provides a template upon which new RDS

system components may be based. An

encoder or network server does not need to

implement all the features described, but

any feature implemented should be made in

accordance with the UECP specification.



UECP messages are categorized into various

groups including: RDS message commands,

transparent data commands, paging

commands, clock setting and control, RDS

adjustment and control, control and set-up

commands, bi-directional commands (i.e.

remote configuration commands) and specific

message commands. In the latter category,

manufacturer specific commands are possible

using a manufacturer ID, which can be

obtained from the RDS Forum.
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IMPROVE FM RADIO LISTENING PLEASURE 

WITH RDS FEATURES 


